
As an IT leader, you may encounter infrastructure that limits your ability to innovate, act on data or fuel application creation. 
Encountering performance issues? Failing to keep up with the volume, variety and variability of data creation and storage? Need 
continuous availability of data, plus replication, disaster recovery and enhanced security? Want to leverage data for machine 
learning or analytics, or within mission-critical apps? 

Outdated data platforms resist digital transformation. A modern data platform on cloud infrastructure is now critical for 
organizations seeking to leverage data for business advantage. End users demand purpose-built applications and analytics on 
platforms that scale to handle large volumes of all data — no matter the format — and transactions, without sacrificing performance, 
availability and data consistency.

Forward-thinking, data-centric businesses such as Virgin Media O2 and Campus Cloud are defying barriers – using the MariaDB 
SkySQL cloud database on Google Cloud to deliver satisfying customer experiences, grow revenue and gain a ompetitive 
advantage. 

FACTSHEET

DEFYING BARRIERS WITH SKYSQL & GOOGLE 
CLOUD

On-prem legacy databases act as a barrier to technology 
innovation and digital transformation; they’re inflexible, 
resource intensive, cost-prohibitive, and lack extensibility, 
flexibility and scalability.

In contrast, MariaDB SkySQL evolves alongside your needs.  
Your data will map and flow to how you want to interact with 
it. MariaDB SkySQL on Google Cloud allows you to:

• Reduce the operational overhead of managing 
infrastructure.

• Access agile on-demand services to meet faster 
application development cycles.

• Act on data in analytics and machine learning.

• Achieve unparalleled elastic scale for dynamic growth.

• Replicate data and share it across data centers, allowing 
for test/development and production environments for 
real-time data access.

SkySQL is the first and only database-as-a-service (DBaaS) 
to bring the full power of MariaDB Enterprise Server to 
Google Cloud, combining powerful enterprise features 
and world-class support with unrivaled ease of use and 
groundbreaking innovation. Built for mission-critical 

applications and enterprise governance, SkySQL is a modern 
data platform for all your data.  Augment automation with 
the human expertise and experience needed to support 
and manage mission-critical deployments in Google Cloud 
– whether it’s a single development database or thousands 
of production databases, in one data center or multiple, one 
application usage or many.

SkySQL and Google Cloud provide a fully managed, modern, 
cloud-native database ideal for building powerful data-
driven applications, deploying advanced data analytics and 
maximizing the value of business data. Benefits include:

• Comprehensive monitoring and managed backup 
capabilities. You don’t need to hire administrators or 
operations engineers for database maintenance.

• Data securely stored and managed end-to-end on Google 
Cloud. Its Zero Trust architecture ensures secure access 
to data while protecting against threats, with built-in 
regulatory compliance for HIPAA, GDPR and others.

• Runs on Google’s secure private network backbone, 
providing lower latency for global-scale applications.

• Distributed SQL for near-unlimited scale and extreme data 
integrity. Data slices are distributed over nodes worldwide 
– with auto-updates for light-speed performance without 
replication.
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DEFY BARRIERS WITH MARIADB SKYSQL ON GOOGLE CLOUD: YOUR BUSINESS ADVANTAGE

• Automatic patches, upgrades, scaling and provisioning. 

• Expert SkyDBAs who manage your infrastructure and 
database needs.

• Lower total cost of ownership (TCO), higher IOPS and an 
accelerated time to value mean organizations can save 
up to 90% compared to running on their own hardware. 

 
VIRGIN MEDIA O2: ELIMINATING DATA 
COMPLEXITY AND ACHIEVING BUSINESS AGILITY 
WITH SKYSQL

Virgin Media O2, one of Europe’s largest telecommunications 
service providers, was the first to offer free Wi-Fi to the 
public at locales throughout the UK and Northern Ireland. 
They experienced vast data growth and user demand, 
and needed around-the-clock support for mission-critical 
databases and applications. As more data was generated, 
data types became more varied and called for business usage 
such as analytics and machine learning, Virgin Media O2 
selected SkySQL on Google Cloud  to manage the complexity.

Today Virgin Media O2 serves more than 30 million users via 
SkySQL databases running all transactions for O2’s network, 
customer authentication, venue deployment and internal 
operations, including reporting and analytics. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SkySQL is configured by default for resilience, scale, data 
protection, security and performance. There’s no additional 
cost for enterprise-grade high availability, failover, backups 
and other vital features, unlike with other cloud databases 
services.

 
DISTRIBUTED SQL FOR UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY 
AND SCALABILITY

The Xpand distributed SQL database in SkySQL lets 
organizations defeat scalability limitations once and for all – 
protecting the user experience from back-office operations. 
Xpand scales out a transactional, enterprise-class database 
across multiple nodes in a shared-nothing architecture to take 
advantage of distributed computing without sacrificing data 
integrity or continuous high availability. Xpand elastically right-
sizes to meet seasonal demands and workloads, enabling 
simplified architectures and eliminating the traditional 
complexity and maintenance costs of sharding, scaling and 
replicating entire databases. 
 
MariaDB SkySQL on Google Cloud supports every business 
in the digital era – from digital-native disruptors to industry 
titans. Experience a modern data platform that defies barriers 
with:

• Scale: Elastic and automated scale for both reads and 
writes.

• Resilience: Inherent and bulletproof to survive any failure 
domain.

• Global deployments: Sub-millisecond latency and ACID-
compliant transactions anywhere on the planet. 

Try it for yourself at mariadb.com/trysky.

MariaDB SkySQL is available on Google Cloud and can 
be procured via the Google Marketplace, MariaDB or 
SADA. It can be deployed using the Google Kubernetes 
Engine (GKE). GKE is a secure, production-ready, managed 
Kubernetes service in Google Cloud, designed for 
containerized applications.
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We can make informed business decisions 
because we can easily see and understand what 
is happening in our environment. We now have 
a 24x7 platform that’s more efficient, faster and 
cheaper. Cost was the last thing we looked at, 
but we’re happy to see the savings. Both OpEx 
and CapEx were massively reduced by moving 
everything we did from on-prem into SkySQL, 
and that savings will continue, on an ongoing 

basis. We can now always work within our 
budget and scale as we go.

– Paul Greaves, Head of Engineering, 
O2 Enterprise and Wifi, Virgin Media 

UK Limited
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